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Never memorize something that you can look up.

                                                                                                                             

An enriching webinar on the topic ‘Best Practices in Teaching an Academic Subj

DPS society onMarch3rd, 2022.  

Participants: Over 60 teachers joined the online training from all the corners of India.

Highlights of Webinar: 

The webinar started with Moni Deepa B

vegetative propagation to class 7 students and how to make them understand the difference between 

tubers and rhizomes.  
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Then Ms. Shakuntla from DPS Nacharam introduced her teaching technique

Ghate from DPS Mihan (integration of teaching with dance)

while dancing to popular tunes. 

Then Ms. Shakuntla from DPS Nacharam introduced her teaching technique followed by 

(integration of teaching with dance). Teaching various joints in our body 

followed by Ms. Shweta 
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Then Pinnenty Girija from DPS Bhopal

focused on the point that children learn better through visuals rather than texts. If he/she doesn’t 

understand with one example then relate the topic with another real

a sort of card games with which the students can play with or without the presence

The main focus of the webinar was on the ways on how we can enhance our teaching and how to 

remove common problems faced by students when introduced to new scientific concepts. We as 

teachers can try to remove this by taking maximum exa

sessions more interesting. 
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